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Introduction
Investigation of nutritional information by traditional analytical methods is expensive, time
consuming, and requires multiple skills for analysis on each sample. This approach is not
affordable and is challenging for remote regions lacking infrastructure or well-trained laborers.
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a rapid, non-destructive, and economical analytical
technology (Figure 1). This technology has been widely accepted and routinely used in the feeds
industry to obtain fast and multi-parameter results (such as, protein, lipid, ash and moisture) by a
single scan. However, a reliable calibration library has to be established for the target ingredients
based on data obtained from chemical analysis of the ingredients. With this project, our objective
is to develop a calibration library in the NIRS for local or tropical ingredients based on analysis
from traditional chemistry at the Oceanic Institute. The library will enable NIRs as a fast and
powerful tool to measure the basic nutrient levels of feeds and ingredients in the Pacific regions.

Figure 1. Flow chart of NIRs
Progress
Thirteen ingredients were collected from Oahu and two were form Marshall Island (Figure 2).
The ingredient were first analyzed using Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International.
By using NIRs scanning a target ingredient was tested against existing prediction model, which
provides estimation on the target parameters of the testing ingredient. By comparing the results
based on AOAC and NIRs methods, calibration is carried out to modify the Prediction Model for
the testing ingredient until there is a good fit based on the AOAC method. Finally, the calibrated
Prediction Model can be adjusted and validated by scanning the same type of samples collected
at different times or locations.
The preliminary results have shown that the proximate composition analyzed by NIRs method
and Biochemistry method are very similar (Figure 3). More samples of each ingredients,

however, will be needed to test so that a reliable calibration library of local ingredient can be
established.

Figure 2. Selective local ingredients
Table 1 Proximate compositions of local ingredients analyzed by both biochemistry and
NIRs methods.

NT: not tested. Data is presented as % of as is.
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